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Research Statement:
Background: Living in an age when services are often rated, people
are increasingly depending on reputation of sellers or products/apps
when making purchases online. This puts pressure on people to gain
and maintain a high reputation by offering reliable and high-quality
services and/or products, which benefits the society at large.
Unfortunately, due to extremely high competition in e-commerce or
app stores, recently reputation manipulation related services have
quickly developed into a sizable business, which is termed
Reputation-Escalation-as-a-Service (REaaS). As REaaS attacks
grow in scale, effective countermeasures must be designed to detect
and defend against them.
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Objectives: This research addresses REaaS from two aspects.
First, it aims to understand the economics of REaaS by an empirical
study of underground markets. The outcome will enable one to (a)
understand how the underground markets operate, their market
scales, etc.; (b) learn and model the behavioral characteristics of
REaaS; and (c) obtain the ground truth for future evaluation. Second,
it aims to develop defensive measures, which involve both technical
approaches and market intervention.
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Approaches
• A longitudinal and latitudinal study of mobile app underground markets for rating
manipulation behaviors
• A longitudinal study of ranking manipulation behavior in iTunes China App Store.
• Defensive measures based on graph theory, social ties, machine learning
• Use the concept of tie graph to measure the co-rating behavior of users
• Correlation between rating scores and rating numbers indicates manipulation
• Underground market study provides strong features for classification of abused apps and
attackers

AppWatcher:
• A crawler for
penetrating
underground app rating
manipulation markets.
It exposes 645 apps
promoted in app stores
and 29, 680 apps
promoted in some
popular websites.
• Revealed statistics of
underground markets
• Identified
characteristics of
promoted apps and
attackers

An iterative approach to identify abused apps and
promotion attackers
• Identified four types of
attack signatures
• Based on bi-clique
community detection
• Analyzed over 30K
apps from iTunes US,
UK and China and
reported 0.4~0.7%
promoted apps
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